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• Enhance your PC - turn your PC into a security guardian to protect 
   home, business, loved ones & valuables
• Web Ready* - see what your cameras see from anywhere in the world
• Local & Remote - access your PC at work, home or on vacation
• Easy to Install & Use - with easy to follow user manual
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• When I try to view my PC Security Guardian system from a remote location on another PC Internet Explorer    
   won't install the plugin as it is "unsigned"
• The manual for the PC Security Guardian says I need to be and adminsistrator to install and run the program, what 
   does this mean?
• Can the PC Security Guardian software record audio as well as video? 
• I can see my cameras but they only show in Black & White although I have confirmed they are color cameras, how 
   do I fix this?
• Will the PC Security Guardian software work with Internet browsers other than Internet Explorer such as Mozilla 
   Firefox or Opera?
• When I run the PC Security Guardian software installation I get an error message saying "No video card", 
   why is this?
• When I try to view the recordings from my PC Security Guardian I see a message that the system "cannot find 
   codec" or similar, how do I fix this?
• What sort of connectors does the PC Security Guardian card have?
• Everything installed OK, but I am getting a message saying that there was a problem with "DirectDraw
   Initialization", what could be wrong?

FAQs?
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PC DVR4-Net Security Guardian FAQs

When I try to view my PC Security Guardian system from a remote location on another PC Internet
Explorer won't install the plugin as it is "unsigned"
While the PC Security Guardian plugin is unsigned, it is only enabled to download the remote viewing software. To set the 
security so you can download the remote viewing software follow these steps.

First, open Internet Explorer. Now select the Tools menu, then click on Internet Options. Click on the Security tab up the 
top, then select either Internet or Local Intranet (Select Internet if you are going to be viewing the system from across the 
internet, or select Local Intranet if you are planning on viewing the system in your local network). Now simply click on the 
Custom Level button at the bottom of the window.

This is the section where you can control how Internet Explorer handles ActiveX controls (essential to the software opera-
tion). Please be sure to check that the following options are set.
Automatic Prompting for ActiveX controls: Enable
Download signed ActiveX controls: Prompt
Download unsigned ActiveX controls: Prompt
Initialize and script ActiveX controls not marked as safe: Prompt
Run ActiveX controls and plug-ins: Enable
Run ActiveX controls marked safe for scripting: Enable
Automatic prompting for file downloads: Enable
Allow Web pages to use restricted protocols for active content: Prompt
Don't prompt for client certificate section when no certificates or only one certificate exists: Enable
Setting those options should solve any security issues you might be encountering with Internet Explorer. 

• When I open the PC Security Guardian program I get an error: "Failed to start Web Server", how do I fix this?
• Can I run the PC Security Guardian software on a Linux or Mac operating system?
• I can view the cameras on my PC Security Guardian system from another computer connected to the same LAN, 
   but I cannot connect from another location over the Internet, what could cause this?
• Can I use other capture devices with the PC Security Guardian software?
• What is the PC Auto Reboot option in the PC Auto Reboot section of Basic Configuration for?
• I want to add additional PC Security Guardian cards so that I can monitor more cameras, what do I need to do?
• I get an error when I run the PC Security Guardian software "Incorrect Version" or similar.
• I am viewing the recorded video files created by the PC Security Guardian software and was wondering what the 
   numbers in the file names mean?
• I have a PTZ camera and I want to control it from the PC Security Guardian software, what do I have to do?
• How much hard drive space will the PC Security Guardian use?
• What capture resolutions does the PC Security Guardian support?
• When I try to re-install the PC Security Guardian software after un-installing it, I recevive a message that the 
   software is already installed, how do I fix this?
• I see an option in Basic Configuration for Camera security, what does this do?
• What does the Motion Record Rate do?
• What does Prerecord do?
• What is the Windows auto login option in the PC Auto Reboot section of Basic Configuration for?

FAQs?

?

The manual for the PC Security Guardian says I need to be and administrator to install and run the pro-
gram, what does this mean?
The security in Windows allows many different users to have a different set of permissions and privileges accross the 
system. This is designed so that the Administrator has the highest level of access to all system resources and programs, but 
allows other users to be limited in what resources and progams they can access. 
With most home systems the default login is an Administrator and will have access to all resources and programs.

?
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Can the PC Security Guardian software record audio as well as video?
The PC Security Guardian software does have audio integration although the DVR-4-Net card is only designed for
video input.
To get audio working, connect your camera’s microphone up to your computers soundcard microphone input.
All soundcards have Microphone inputs (usually a 3.5mm pink mono connection), so simply connect the microphone here.
Once this is done, you’ll need to configure the software so it knows to capture audio too. In the basic configuration panel, 
you’ll see an option for “Audio In”. Simply select your soundcard’s microphone input from the list, then you should get audio 
with your images!
Please note that only one audio channel can be enabled at a time.

?
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I can see my cameras but they only show in Black & White although I have confirmed they are color 
cameras, how do I fix this?
This can be caused by incorrect selection of television standard settings. Re-install the software and make sure you select 
the appropriate video format (PAL or NTSC) when prompted. NTSC is used in the US, Canada and most US territories.
PAL is used in Australia, UK and many countries in Europe. 

Click this link to see a page showing the TV standards of most countries in the world.
http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Contrib/WorldTV/broadcast.html#country

?

Will the PC Security Guardian software work with Internet browsers other than Internet Explorer such 
as Mozilla Firefox or Opera?
You will find that the remote viewing software is downloaded from the PC Security Guardian machine through the browser 
using ActiveX controls. Unfortunately these controls are not supported in Firefox, and are usually only supported with the 
newer versions of Internet Explorer.

?

When I run the PC Security Guardian software installation I get an error message saying "No video card", 
why is this?
This means that the software installation could not detect the PC Security Guardian card in your system. Usually this error 
relates to a driver or resource conflict which causes the system to not be able to detect the card.

There could be a number of reasons for this problem.

Some ways of resolving this conflict are:
Shut the computer down, remove the side of your computer case, and change the PCI slot that the card has been inserted 
to another PCI slot. Once this is done, start the system back up and try running the software installation again.

If you have other PCI cards, remove them and try the installation again. If the installation then succeeds, add the other PCI 
cards until the PC Security Guardian software has problems detecting the card again. This could identify which other device 
is causing a conflict.

Sometimes swapping cards between PCI slots can also help with resource conflicts.

Make sure all of your devices have the latest driver updates, as drivers can also have an impact on component performance.
You can download the latest version of the PC Security Guardian software from the folder in link below.

ftp://ftp.swann.com.au/drivers/pcdvr4net/latest/ 

This software is updated often, to add features and resolve issues.

?
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When I try to view the recordings from my PC Security Guardian I see a message that the system
"cannot find codec" or similar, how do I fix this?
This issue will occur when a set of video codec’s from a different piece of software have been installed over the top of the 
existing ones for the PC DVR.

To fix this issue, It is recommended you uninstall and then reinstall the drivers from the CD or if you like you can reinstall 
with the most recent version of the software and drivers with the following details.
You can download the latest version of the PC Security Guardian software from inside the folder link below.
ftp://ftp.swann.com.au/drivers/pcdvr4net/

To access this site please make sure that if you are behind a firewall that ftp sites are allowed. It is also advisable to disable 
your download managers because the ftp site does not allow multiple downloads of the same file.
When you run the download file it will extract the contents into the C:\Swann directory. You should find an InstallShield file 
in that directory, run this file and it will install the updated version of the SuperDVR software.
If you do not wish to uninstall the software, it is recommended that you download the codec only from the following URL.
ftp://ftp.swann.com.au/drivers/pcdvr4net/pcdvr4net_codec.zip  
Download this file and extract all the contents into a folder on your system, then right mouse click on "Mpg4vki.inf" and 
select "Install". This will install the codec necessary to view the recorded files.

?

What sort of connectors does the PC Security Guardian card have?
The PC Security Guardian card has 4 BNC connectors. BNC connectors are fitted to all Swann CCD camera cables, which 
allow the cables to be connected directly to the card's video ports. Most Swann CMOS cameras use RCA connectors on 
their cables, but they also come with an RCA to BNC adaptor to allow easy connection to the PC Security Guardian card.

?

Everything installed OK, but I am getting a message saying that there was a problem with "DirectDraw 
Initialization", what could be wrong?
This could be an issue with your graphics subsystem. If you’ve received a “DirectDraw Initialization” message then this is 
Usually related to the inability of the system to provide enough graphics resources. Sometimes it can also be related to the 
version of DirectX the system is running.

Other times we’ve seen this issue include trying to access the system via Remote Desktop (or any remote connection 
software for that matter). As the PC Security Guardian software calls on DirectX runtimes to display the images from the 
card, any remote access software can cause the program to crash. Also, make sure you don’t have any NetMeeting Shared 
Desktop servers running.

It is very important that the system is running the latest version of DirectX. You can check this by clicking the start button, 
selecting the Run option, and then typing "dxdiag" in the dialog box. Once you've clicked OK, it should display the DirectX 
diagnostic tool. Under "DirectX Version" it should display which version you are currently running. For best results, make 
sure your DirectX is version 9.0C. You can find the latest version of DirectX for free download from Microsoft at http://
www.microsoft.com/directx/.

You can also use the DirectX diagnostic tool to check how much video memory your system has. Select the Display tab 
at the top of the window, and then look for “Approximate Total Memory” under the device section on the left hand side. 
Also check your “Driver date” on the right. It is worth noting that drivers older than 12 months are generally classed as 
out of date, and it’s worth downloading the latest version in this case. Common brands of graphics cards include NVidia 
(http://www.nvidia.com) and ATi (http://www.ati.com), You can usually find free driver updates for your card on the relevant 
website.

Please keep in mind that the minimum graphics card requirements are 32mb of separate video memory. Separate memory 
usually means an AGP or PCI-E/-X graphics card. We have had customers who've had various problems using onboard 
(also known as integrated) graphics cards. While some onboard graphics systems have worked, we generally advise that you 
use AGP or PCI-E/X cards.

?
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When I open the PC Security Guardian program I get an error: "Failed to start Web Server", how do I fix 
this?
This might be caused by a conflict with IIS (Internet Information Services) that runs on some Windows systems. IIS runs 
Web services such as Web sites and similar. If you are not using IIS then the service can be disabled to remove the con-
flict. You can also change the HTTP port on the Basic Configuration page of the PC Security Guardian software from Port 
80 to an unused port, for example 85. Please note doing this means that entering the Internet address of your host sys-
tem changes slightly. What previously looked like http://61.9.136.143 from a remote computer would now look like this: 
http://61.9.136.143:85

?

Can I run the PC Security Guardian software on a Linux or Mac operating system?
Unfortunately, at this point there are no drivers or software for either Linux or Mac based operating systems. The recom-
mended operating systems for running the PC Security Guardian sofware are Microsoft Windows 2000 and XP.

?

I can view the cameras on my PC Security Guardian system from another computer connected to the 
same LAN, but I cannot connect from another location over the Internet, what could cause this?
The fact that the remote connection feature works on the local network but not from another location indicates that the 
DVR software is behaving correctly. If you are having problems connecting across the internet, then the problem is likely to 
be with your Internet gateway or router device. 

Please make sure you have correctly configured port forwarding on the router. This means that you will need to forward 
ports 80, 1159, 1259, and 13551 (All using the TCP protocol). Simply direct those ports to the IP address of the PC Secu-
rity Guardian machine.

The method of configuring port forwarding can vary greatly from one router or firewall to the next. For a comprehensive 
guide with screenshots on how to set most routers up, go to http://www.portforward.com/english/routers/port_forward-
ing/routerindex.htm and select your router model from the many listed. Once in the page for your router model, scroll 
down the page and click on the link for HTTP. The instructions and screenshots on this page show you how to forward Port 
80. Once this is done, you will need to repeat the same steps using the other port numbers as listed abve.

Once you have correctly forwarded the ports, please check to see what your external IP address is (this cannot start with 
192.168.x.x). You can check this by looking at the top of the page at Portforward.com or by going to http://www.whatis-
myip.com (note: you must do this at the location you have installed the PC Security Guardian system to find the correct 
external IP of the router that it is connected to.)

Now that you have your external IP, simply open the WebCam software and enter the server address as your IP as listed 
on Portforward.com or whatismyip.com.

?

Can I use other capture devices with the PC Security Guardian software?
The PC Security Guardian software is designed to work exclusively with the PC Security Guardian card and is not able to 
obtain an image from other capture devices. This has allowed us to configure the software for maximum performance and 
reliablility.

?

What is the PC Auto Reboot option in the PC Auto Reboot section of Basic Configuration for?
The PC Security Guardian software has this feature so it that you can shedule periodic restarts for your PC. This can be of 
benefit for installing updates and clearing memory leaks or other similar problems. Over time an operating system that is 
running without restart can start to become slow and unreliable. A quick restart can clear problems and get the system run-
ning at its optimal performance again.

?
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I want to add additional PC Security Guardian cards so that I can monitor more cameras, what do I need 
to do?
To install additional PC Security Guardian cards you must first un-install the PC Security Guardian software (tHis will not 
remove your recorded video). Once this is done, shut down your PC and fit the addtional card(s) into the appropriate PCI 
slots inside your PC as described in the PC Security Guardian manual. When this is done, restart your computer and cancel 
the "Found new hardware wizards" that come up. Once you have cancelled all wizards simply run the PC Security Guardian 
software installation as you did for the first card, the subsequent cards will be detected and installed automatically. The cards 
will then be numbered in alternating sequence. The first port on the first card is camera one, the first port on the second 
card is camera two and the first port on the third card is camera three and so on.

?

I get an error when I run the PC Security Guardian software "Incorrect Version" or similar. 
Some of the older versions of PC Security Guardian software were sensitive to other programs or hardware using simi-
lar aspects of Windows DirectX runtimes such as a capture card or TV tuner card installed, or having had one previously 
installed as this can leave driver files behind that interfere with our card. Please use the following link to download the latest 
version of PC Security Guardian software.

ftp://ftp.swann.com.au/drivers/pcdvr4net/latest/

When you run the download file it will extract the contents into the C:\Swann directory. You should find an InstallShield file 
in that directory, run this file and it will install the updated version of the PC Security Guardian software.

This error usually relates to having another capture card or TV tuner card installed, or having had one previously installed 
as this can leave driver files behind that interfere with our card. Firstly try disabling your capture card through the device 
manager. This is only temporary until the PC DVR installation can complete successfully. Once your software is installed, you 
may re-enable the capture card.

?

I am viewing the recorded video files created by the PC Security Guardian software and was wondering 
what the numbers in the file names mean?
The first 8 characters are the date the file was recorded [Year]-[Month]-[Day] and the last six characters represent the time 
of file creation [Hour]-[Minute]-[second].

The date and time are applied when the file finishes recording, so this must be taken into consideration when viewing 
recordings for a particular time.

?

I have a PTZ camera and I want to control it from the PC Security Guardian software, what do I have to 
do?
PC Security Guardian software supports these protocols: PELCO-D, PELCO-P, NEON, LILIN. If your PTZ camera sup-
ports one of these protocols it is a simple operation to connect the cameras RS485 wires to the COM port of the PC and 
configure the ID, BAUD and Protocol settings inside the PC Security Guardian software. 

?
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How much hard drive space will the PC Security Guardian use?
The following table shows approximate hard disk consumption for constant recording.

Each camera on maximum quality and frame rate settings recording constantly = ~35 meg every 3 min 52 seconds

Megabytes a minute:
1 cam - 9.06 meg
2 cams - 18.13 meg
3 cams - 27.18 meg
4 cams - 36.26 meg

Megabytes an hour:
1 cam - 544 meg 
2 cams - 1088 meg
3 cams - 1632 meg
4 cams - 2176 meg

(80GB)   80,000MB / 2176MB = 37hrs

(100GB) 100,000MB / 2176MB = 46hrs

(120GB) 120,000MB / 2176MB = 55hrs

(200GB) 200,000MB / 2176MB = 92hrs

(250GB) 250,000MB / 2176MB = 115hrs

(300GB) 300,000MB / 2176MB = 138hrs

(400GB) 400,000MB / 2176MB = 184hrs

(500GB) 500,000MB / 2176MB = 230hrs

(750GB) 750,000MB / 2176MB = 345hrs

Note that selecting the recycle option on the Basic Configuration page will allow the system to record continuously by 
deleting the oldest files and replacing each in turn with a new file. Using motion detection rather than constant recording is 
much more efficient and will allow much lower disk consumption.

?

What capture resolutions does the PC Security Guardian support?
In NTSC mode, 320 x 240 and 640 x 480
In PAL mode, 352 x 288 and 704 x 576
Make sure you choose the mode that is the same as that used by your cameras.

?
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When I try to re-install the PC Security Guardian software after un-installing it, I receive a message that 
the software is already installed, how do I fix this?
If you wish to reinstall the software and InstallShield detects that the software is still installed (when in fact it is not) there is a 
work around. Open the 'Program Files' directory, make sure that "Show Hidden Files" is selected in the folder options, and 
then open the 'InstallShield Installation Information' folder.

This folder contains InstallShield information for any installed applications; it is here we can remove the SuperDVR install 
data in order to do a fresh install. Look for a directory called "{DA427272-904E-4EC2-BCC8-07B39B8EFA78}". Open this 
folder and open "Setup.ini", you should see the PC DVR software is identified in the first two lines as follows.

"[Startup]
AppName=PCDVR-4-Net"

If you delete this entire directory, this will reset the install data and you should now be able to do a fresh install of the soft-
ware.

Depending on which version of the software you had installed, you may not find the directory mentioned earlier. If you go 
through the directories under the 'InstallShield Installation Information' folder and check the setup.ini file, you can track down 
your installation information for the PC DVR software.

?

I see an option in Basic Configuration for Camera security, what does this do? 
If enabled Camera Security will require that you are logged into the software with a valid username and password (Power 
User or Administrator Accounts will be fine) before you are able to view the cameras.
As a practical example, you have a several cameras installed in a retail store and have a hidden camera positioned over a 
register to ensure staff aren’t pocketing some cash. You can select camera security for that particular camera and the store 
staff can still have surveillance without realising that there is an extra camera watching over them.

?

What does the Motion Record Rate do?
The Motion record rate will dictate the recording rate in the case that the DVR starts to record on a motion trigger. This 
allows you to set varying frame rates depending on the conditions of the recording. A higher frame rate will mean you have 
less jerky recordings but at the cost of higher hard disk consumption. Frame rates are simply an indicator of how many im-
ages are captured a second by the system. 24 frames per second appears as normal motion to the human eye, and 6 – 12 
frames per second is considered a good middle ground.

?

What does Prerecord do?
Prerecord caches a given amount of footage in the case of Motion or Alarm events. Usually the recording will start as soon 
as motion is detected, although with Prerecord active your system will have recorded and saved a given amount of footage 
before the motion was detected in each case.

?

What is the Windows auto login option in the PC Auto Reboot section of Basic Configuration for?
The PC Security Guardian software has this feature so it can log you into Windows in the case that the computer restarts. 
For example, let’s say there is a power surge, the computer reboots and would usually sit at the log in screen with the 
cameras not recording. The login option in the software means that you can put in your current windows username and 
password so that in the event of a restart, the software can still load. If you do not have a password then you only have to 
enter your username.

During the initial Windows setup process you would have specified a username to logon to windows. Enter the username 
and password you would normally enter to start windows in this section to allow the PC Security Guardian software to log 
you on automatically on every time your computer restarts. If your computer usually boots straight into Windows you do 
not need to use this feature.

?
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